Holland - 2016:
From Leiden to Maastricht and in between….….
We leave in a burst of
summer in May,
dodging heavy traffic
through Rotterdam´s
commercial harbour,
overnight in the lovely
old town of Dordrecht,
passing under the 400
yr. old bridge into the
canal harbour full of
classic, old barges.

Below: we spent two blissful and hot days in the
Biesbosch National Park, one of the Netherlands largest
areas of wildlife and where the Dutch go to get away. Of
course, being a tiny area, they don´t so it´s crowded but
nice all the same. The sociable Dutch seem to like
camping in groups in boat-tents!

Wonderfully-designed museum of the park (above) but couldn´t stop due to
construction work at the jetty. Instead we chilled out for 2 days with a book in
amazing 25C.

The more we sail, the more
we realize what an
incredible feat of
engineering the whole
Inland Waterway System is
with thousands of km.
throughout Europe. Here,
before Masstricht, the
sluices are 18 m. deep, 115
m. long deep and move
252,000 litres or 2520 tons
of water each time either up
or down. Commercial traffic
takes priority but these
giants are unfailingly
considerate when sharing
the lock and move off very
gently. The small locks are
no longer manned but a VNF
van is there within 20 mins if
anything malfunctions.
Always polite & helpful. We
salute them!

Sometimes, not expecting anything, you just happen on a spot that turns out to be pure magic. Such was
the tiny walled town of Heusden with it´s tiny harbour under the two black windmills. Filled, we might
add, with mega motorboats!!! A fair had come to town so it was filled with people out having a good
time. We had ribs, "bitterbollen" (fried balls of mashed potato and meat) and good Belgian beer outside
a local cafe.

"Den Bosch" (Hertogenbosch).
Another surpise and now one of my
favourite places in Holland, built on trading
pins and knives, this is now a very funky,
eccentric place with fantastic shops, a
remarkable and unique museum dedicated
to it´s artist Heronymous Bosch, and a huge
cathedral. It has a real buzz!

Above: a representation of Bosch´s work by a Spanish graffiti artist, Belin, who has become famous throughout
Europe.

It often pays to look up. Here,
to the all-seeing eye of God.
It was the 500th anniversary of the death of Hieronymous Bosch (no not the inventor
of power tools), the medieval, religious painter with a wild imagination, not your
everyday painter of Madonnas, with his wierd monsters and landscapes of
debauchery and violence,( his most famous , "The Garden of Earhtly Delights") yet
strong moral sense of good and evil, religious paintings with monsters! Again, a
church turned into a museum with copies of his works which are in all the great
museums. Just caught the incredible sound & light show in the main square projected
onto his former home. The square was packed with marching bands, festive.

St. Jan kathedraal is one of the finest churches in the Netherlands
and took from 1330-1550 to complete and is famous for its flying
buttresses. So I took a tour, 73 m. up a scaffold stairway to walk
around the outside (gulp!) with an excellent Dutch guide who
explained all the many grotesque creatures, the lame and insane,
and not least of all the new restorations of angels, one of which is
portrayed in trousers, holding a cell phone. Like it or not, it is in
keeping with modern times.

Then on to Maastricht on Whitsun weekend. Lively and energetic, a universty town, Maastricht is said to be one of
the liveliest, most cosmopolitan and most beautiful of the Dutch ciities, hemmed in by Belgium and Germany, yet it
feels neither Dutch, Belgium nor French. But the old streets and fortifications are very charming and the old centre
is full of funky or designer shops which were packed, all seemingly "holding Whit Monday"!" Interestingly, the town
is riddled with underground, defensive tunnels that date back to Roman times. They run spooky tours. There are a
number of lovely churches including one with a candle-filed shrine to Mary Star of the Sea. Even more surprising, is
the gob-smacking biggest bookshop (with cafe) I have ever seen built in an old cathedral, a tourist attraction in its
own right. I could spend a two-week holiday there. And last but not least, there are too many bars, cafes and
restaurants to count and we had probably one of the best pizzas of our lives in a little Italian place, tiny but packed
for our last night in Holland! Otter will be leaving her home country for the first time!
The lovely medieval centre of Maastricht
with its warren of small streets, cafe-lined
squares and many churches.

Left: the bookstore! The Dutch,
ever practical, have converted
many of their large curches to art
galleries, cafe´s and shopping
arcades!

